The ROUGE-W algorithm 
The ROUGE-W problem
Let Σ be an alphabet set. We note a starting segment of natural numbers set N as 1, n = (1, . . . , n). String is the finite sequence of letters X = (x 1 , . . . , x n ) that can be considered as a function X: 1, n → Σ returning a letter located at the given position.
For two given strings X = (x 1 , . . . , x m ) and Y = (y 1 , . . . , y n ) a common subsequence P of X and Y with a length k min(m, n) is usually defined as a couple of finite sequences P X = (p X1 , p X2 , . . . , p Xk ) and P Y = (p Y 1 , p Y 2 , . . . , p Y k ) meeting the equation
The common subsequence is called a common substring if P Xi = P X1 +i−1 and P Y i = P Y 1 +i−1 for all i k. The well known sequence alignment problem is to find the most valuable common subsequence for any given strings. A common subsequence P became the Longest Common Subsequence (LCS) if "the most valuable" means "with the maximal possible length k". Since 70 th it is well known that such meaning does not meet practical needs [1] : when alignment intended to identify common part and difference in computer logs, LCS often finds unnaturally fragmented common part bearing a lot of frequently used letters being sporadically aligned.
For example, the option pbe a refversenced being revfersenced has the common sequence of the length equal to 11 against of only 10 symbols observed for be a reversed preference being reversed that is much better for text editing. A lot of other applications (partially mentioned in [2] ) make reason to consider a long string or a chain of close longer strings to be preferably found in a common part than just a long list of very short senseless matches as in this example of edit distance for texts.
Comparison of string (A) to strings (B ) and (C ) shown below (A) preference being reversed, (B ) be a reversed preference, (C ) a pure repared refresher, yields the LCS (A, B)="reerereere" to be much shorter then LCS (A, C) = "a reered refreer" thought C looks less similar to A. An idea to pay more attention to longer substring alignment made a progress. The common substrings of the length multiple to a fixed k are used in [3] and some later works for a "more accurate" definition of analogies to LCS and Levenshtein metric. Another point is that LCS and relative techniques such as Levenshtein distance have insufficient resolution for nice subsequence selection [4] : score range 1, n is probably too poor for proper selection from exponentially huge amount of possible alignments.
The first carefully described similarity evaluation tool, paying more attention both to longer substrings and implementation of larger scale for better selection, appeared in [5] called FLCS. Yet, several years earlier more general tool has been introduced in very popular framework ROUGE [6, 7] .
The ROUGE-W algorithm seeks for the common substrings P i = (P iX , P iY ) that compose the joint subsequence
where P iX = (P iX1 , . . . , P iXli ) and P iY = (P iY 1 , . . . , P iY li ) and the solutions of the following problem: 
where P consists of p common substrings P i of the length l i .
This problem was originally known as WLCS (weighted LCS), but later [8] while later this name has been related to another generalization of LCS.
The efficiency of algorithm heavily depends on the choice of weight function f which is a special problem. Linear f (k) = αk − β with α, β > 0 and f (k) = k α with α = 1,3 was reported previously in a number of publications, while no reasonable recommendation for the choice of function f in ROUGE-W algorithm has been published so far. Authors of the ROUGE-W framework use f (k) = k α with α = 2 in the text of paper.
The choice of weight function optimization problem
Consider the simplest model for the function of evaluation from [9] . The algorithm should properly detect any common substring whit may have special meaning (the word, the meaningful part of word, key phrase etc.) So we consider start and length of possible random common substring S to be uniformly distributed (with no relation to (1) in the distribution for simplicity) and consider two alignments P and P ′ to be equivalent (P ∼ P ′ ), if S is found in them with the same probability. Then the objective functional
measures unrelated variation value of the weight function f . Proof. Since F (f ) 0, so far any existing solution of F (f ) = 0 equation is optimal. Note p(S, P ) = the probability for S to be found in P , p 0 = the probability of S to coincide with a given common substring and s(m, n), and
There is a simple explanation of this optimal weight: it makes W f,P equal to the total number of common substrings in P .
Each substring may be shown with an angle pointing to its end; Fig 
On algorithm complexity of the algorithm
The original ROUGE-W algorithm does not always perform as expected. For example, one can expect optimal W ("visitor is sit to or" , "elegance visitor") = f (7) due to common substring "visitor". While the original algorithm from [6, 7] finds the sequence consisting of "v" , "i" , "si" , "t" and "or" with much smaller score 3f (1) + 2f (2) . The algorithm produces 11 against 49 for f (k) = k 2 weight, 9 against 28 for optimal weight and 2 against 6 for f (k) = k − 1. Only the LCS f (k) = k gives the same 7.
For partial case f (k) = k γ the two correct algorithms were briefly described in [5] and for optimal selection of f in [10] . The dynamic programming versions are essentially the same in both papers an can be easily extended to the following simple generic algorithm: The internal cycle rarely runs two or more times and does not increase the execution time for short strings. Effective work with huge data will probably need the optimised version from [5] to be adapted.
